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The skeleton of the title is a directed graph, the vertices of which are the 
maximal two-sided ideals of the ring. It arises as follows. Given a finite 
partially ordered set S and a ring R one may construct the incidence ring or 
pattern ring <S, R) of S over R (see Ref. [lo, p. 2311, and Ref. [ll] for 
these concepts). If R is a simple ring S may be retrieved from (S, R) as 
follows: S is the set of maximal two-sided ideals of (S, R) and P < Q for 
elements of S iff PQ f P n Q. 
We define the right skeleton of a right perfect ring to be this set with .< 
replaced by +. The skeleton may be regarded as a refinement of standard 
arguments on “chains of idempotents” (see Lemma 1.3 below). In this 
connection the recent work of R. Gordon [7], R. R. Colby and E. A. Rutter [3], 
and A. Zaks [13] shows that the rings they consider closely resemble pattern 
rings over their skeletons. 
In Section 1 we give basic lemmas and relate the shape of the skeleton to 
the existence of projective simple modules. In Section 2 we relate the connec- 
tedness of the skeleton to the decomposibility of R. In Section 3 we consider 
those rings for which the skeleton is a partially ordered set under P < Q 
if P - Q. This is the class of rings which arise as residue class rings of right 
hereditary right perfect rings. Such rings are in fact semiprimary, i.e., the 
Jacobson radical is nilpotent. 
These rings have been studied in Refs. [5], [9], and [14]. We give an 
internal characterization of such rings as the “square-free” semiprimary rings. 
(Apply Theorem 3.1 to the integers modulo rz). 
Throughout this paper the rings are right perfect and have units. N is the 
Jacobson radical of R and if spec R = {PI ,..., Pn}l we identify R/N and 
R/P, x ... x R/P,. All modules are right modules unless we specify 
1 Since factor rings of perfect rings are perfect and perfect rings have nonzero 
socles it follows that two-sided prime ideals are maximal (see Ref. [l], Theorem P). 
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otherwise. Global dimension is abbreviated g1.d. and projective dimension is 
abbreviated p.d. Unidentified mappings should be taken with the obvious 
definition. 
1. BMIC LEMMAS 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For P, Q E spec R the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) @#pnQ; 
(2) torlR(W, R/Q) f 0; 
(3) ext,l(R/P, R/Q) # 0 with RIP and R/Q taken to be right R modules. 
(4) extR1(R/Q, R/P) # 0 with RIP and R/Q taken to be left R modules. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is well-known, we shall not use it. 
We shall show the equivalence of (1) and (3). The equivalence of (1) and (4) 
is proved similarly. 
First assume (3). Then there is an exact sequence of right R modules, 
0 + R/Q + A + R/P - 0 which is not split. Since APQ = 0 this is an exact 
sequence of R/PQ modules which is not split. Thus g1.d. RlPQ > 0. But 
R/PQ is a semiprimary ring with radical P n Q/PQ and thus (1) is true. 
Conversely assume that ext,l(R/P, R/Q) = 0. I claim that ext,l(R/P, A) = 0 
whenever AQ = 0. For A is then a module over the simple ring R/Q and 
hence A ‘v On A, , where A,, is a direct summand of R/Q. Further, the 
mapping @,A, -+ l7,,,A, is a coretraction as R/Q modules and hence as 
R modules. Thus 
ext,l(R/P, A) C ext,l(R/P, ITA,) z II extR1(R/P, An) = 0. 
Now by setting A = PjPQ we see that the exact sequence 0 ---) P/PQ - 
R/PQ -+ RIP -+ 0 is split and hence RIPQ is semisimple as a right R module 
and hence as a right R/PQ module. That is, PQ = P n Q. I/ 
We now define a directed graph as follows. Let the vertices of the graph 
be the element of spec R and for P, Q E spec R write P-t Q if and only if 
PQ # P n Q. We call this graph the right skeleton of R and denote it by skr R. 
The left skeleton is obtained by reversing the arrows. Using the equivalence 
of (1) and (4) in Proposition 1.1 one sees that statements below concerning 
the right skeleton and right modules have analogs for the left skeleton and 
left modules. 
If P E spec R then R/P is a semisimple and homogeneous R module. 
Throughout we shall let S, denote any simple R module isomorphic to a 
direct summand of R/P. Recall that modules over perfect rings have nonzero 
socles (Ref. [l], Theorem P). 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a right R module such that AN2 = 0, AN # 0. 
Let So be a submodule of AN. Then there is an S, contained in A/AN such that 
P-FQ. 
Proof. Since AN is semisimple AN = So @ K for some K contained 
in -AN. Let L be a submodule of A maximal with respect to the property 
So n L = 0 and containing K. Now since So C AN, Ref. [4], Proposition 1 
shows that So @L # A. Now let S, be a submodule of AI(So + L) which 
may be considered a submodule of A/NA since this latter module is semi- 
simple. Let A 3 B 1 L + So such that B/(So + L) = S, . Then the exact 
sequence 0 -+ L + So/L -+ B/L + B/(L + So) + 0 cannot split. For if this 
sequence splits there is a CC B such that C n (L + So) = L and hence 
C>L. Now if CnS, f0 then SoCC and Cn(L+S,)GL so 
C n So = 0. Thus the maximality of L implies L = C and hence 
B = L + So , which is impossible. Thus P + Q by Proposition. 11 
Recall (see Ref. [l]) that an epimorphism p : C --+ S is a projective cover 
if C is projective and ker p is superfluous in C, i.e., ker p + B = C implies 
B = C. If S is simple then kerp is a maximal submodule of C and since it is 
superfluous it is the unique maximal submodule of C. Now let R ---t S be an 
epimorphism. Then we have R -+ C such that R + C---f S = R -+ S and, 
again since ker p is superfluous, R + C is onto. Thus C N eR, where e is an 
idempotent, and since eR has a unique maximal submodule e is primitive and 
the maximal submodule is eN. The pair (C, p) is unique up to isomorphism [l] 
and if T is a simple module, T @ S, then Hom(C, T) = 0. 
If e, and ea are idempotents we write e, N ea if e,R N e,R. Then to each 
P E spec R we have associated a projective cover C, + S, and an equivalence 
class of primitive idempotents cl[e,] such that C, E e,R. We shall use this 
notation throughout. 
A path in sk, R is a sequence of vertices P,, ,..., P, such that Pi ---f Pit, . 
The length of the path is n. If P, = P, the path is called closed. 
LEMMA 1.3. (I) If P -+ Q C sk, R then there is a nonzero homomorphism 
77 : Co -+ C, which is not an epimorphism. This last statement is equivalent to 
the equation e,Neo # 0. 
(2) If e,Ne, # 0 then there is a path P -+ *-* ---f Q. 
Proof. (1) 0 # ext,l(R/P, R/Q) N @ ext,l(S, , So). Thus there is an 
exact sequence 0 + So -+ A -+ S, -+ 0 which is not split. Since the length 
of A is two one sees that So is supertluous in A. Thus the epimorphism 
C, + S, gives rise to an epimorphism C, --t A such that C, + A -+ S, = 
C, + S, . Then the map Co + So --+ A gives rise to 11 : Co -+ C, where 
Co + So + iI = Co -+ C, + A. This last equation shows r) is not onto and 
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not zero. The statement involving idempotents arises by considering 17 to be 
a map e,R --f e,R with image in e,N. 
(2) Assume that we have a nonzero map q : Co ---f C, which is not an 
epimorphism. Let A = image 7 C C,N. Define a descending chain as 
follows: c, = c, , c,,, = C,N and if p is a limit ordinal C, = nticI, C, . 
Then by Ref. [4], Axiom 5, there is an ordinal 01 such that C, = 0. Let p be 
the first ordinal such that A q Ce . N ow if ,8 is a limit ordinal then (Y < p 
implies A C C, and so A C &,, C, = C, , a contradiction. Thus there 
is an ordinal OL such that A C C, and A c C,,, = C,N and 01 > 1. 
Then certainly AN C C,,, and if x E A - AN then x 6 C,,, . For if 
x E c,,, = C,N then A = AN + R C C,,, . Thus So = A/AN C CJC,,, . 
Now let C, 3 B 3 C, such that B/C, is the socle of C,/C, . By applying 
Lemma 1.2 to B/C,+, , we see that there is an S,, C B/C, such that P’ -+ P. 
The mapping C,, --) S,P gives rise to a mapping 7’ : C,, + B C Cl C C, . 
Let A’ = image q’. Let p’ be the first ordinal such that A’ q C,, . Then 
,8’ < a and reasoning as above we see p’ = a’ + 1 with 01‘ < 01. Thus the 
proof will yield to an induction on 01 if it can be verified for N = 1. This case 
is just as above except that C,/C, = So shows P’ = Q. (1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. A surjective ring homomorphism R -+ S induces an 
injection sk, S -+ sk, R. This defines k, as a functor from the category of perfect 
rings and surjections to the dual of the category of directed graphs and injections. 
If S = R/N2 the injection is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By Ref. [l, Lemma 2.21 S is again right perfect. The result follows 
easily using 1.1-(l) and the correspondence of ideals in R with the ideals 
of s. // 
Let P E spec R. We say that P is @al (in skr R) if there is no Q E spec R 
such that P --+ Q. Similarly P is initial if there is no Q such Q - P. 
LEMMA 1.5. P E spec R is final iff the right R module R/P is projective and 
initial iff the right R module RIP is injective. 
Proof. If RIP is injective then ext,r(RlQ, RIP) = 0 for all Q E spec R so P 
is initial. Assume that P is initial and let So C E(S,)/S, where Q E spec R 
and E(S,) is the injective hull of S, . Let B C E(S,) such that B/S, = S, . 
Then B is an essential extension of S, and so 0 -+ S, - B + S, + 0 does 
not split. Thus Q + P, a contradiction. Hence So does not exist, i.e., 
S, = E(S,). The other statement is proved dually or by using Lemma 1.2 on 
Ct-KP2. II 
Since P is initial in the right skeleton iff it is final in the left skeleton we have 
the 
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COROLLARY. Let R be left and right perfect and P E spec R. RIP is projective 
as a right module ;ff it is injective as a left module. 
2. BLOCK DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we let u denote the categorical coproduct and x the 
categorical product. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be right perfect; then 
(1) The functor sk, preserves products; 
(2) If Sk,(R) = uF!I Gi then there are unique right ideals Ri such that 
R = )(Fzk, Ri and sk,(R,) = Gi under the identification of (1). 
Proof. (1) It is clearly sufficient to take R = RI x Rz . The imbedding 
specR,+specR is P-tPx R, and specR,+specR is Pt+R, x P. 
Further N = Nr x N, where Ni is the radical of Ri . Thus by intersecting 
the above prime ideals we see spec R = spec R, u spec Rz . The definition of 
multiplication in R, x R, and 1.1-(l) now show Sk,(R) = sk,(RJ u sk,(R,). 
(2) Assume Sk,(R) = Gr u G, . Let R = Or e,R be a decomposition 
of R by a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents (lifted from a 
decomposition of R/N, see Ref. [l, Theorem 2.11). Since eiR/e,N is simple 
each e,R is associated to some P E spec R. Let Z, = {i E Z / eiR is associated 
to a vertex of GE). Let A, = aIn e,R. Since there are no paths connecting G, 
and G, Proposition 1.4 shows that R,R, = R,R, = 0 and hence R = R, x R, . 
By part (1) sk, R = skr RI u sk, R, under the imbedding induced by the 
projections. By considering R/N = xP RIP, P E spec R we see that ei is 
associated to P iff ei 6 P. It follows that skr(R,) C G,, and hence G = skr(R,). 
To see the uniqueness let Z, = 0 {P E G, j /3 f a}. Let Zz+r = Z,vZ, and if 7 
is a limit ordinal Z,” = fi U<71 I,“. Then by Ref. [4], Axiom 5, there is some 
ordinal p such that R, = Z,@. 
COROLLARY 1. R is semisimple iff Sk,(R) is a discrete set of points. 
COROLLARV 2. Zf R is commutative then R is a product of local rings. 
Proof. P + Q = R and PQ = QP implies PQ = P I-Y Q when P, Q E spec R. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the right ideal S be a simple ring. S is a ring direct factor 
of R iff S is projective and injective as a right R module. 
Proof. Simple S modules are simple R modules; thus S is a direct sum of 
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modules of the form S, for a P E spec R. By Lemma 1.5 S, is both projective 
and injective iff P is both initial and final in skr R. // 
3. No CLOSED PATHS 
In this section we consider those rings for which the skeleton may be 
considered a partially ordered set. These rings have been studied in Refs. [5] 
and [9] and the equivalence of conditions (2) and (3) below is given in Ref. [14]. 
We add an ideal theoretic characterization of these rings. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are equivalent for a right perfect 
ring R: 
(1) Sk,(R) contains no closed paths; 
(2) All residue class rings of R have Jinite right global dimension; 
(3) R is a residue class ring of a right hereditary and right perfect ring; 
(4) There is an indexing of spec R = (P1 ,..., P,) such that 
pnpn-1 -0. P1 = 0. 
When the above conditions hold R is semiprimary with N” = 0 and for 
each two-sided ideal I of R the global dimension of R/I is bounded by the 
maximal length of paths in sk, R/I. In particular this dimension is bounded 
byn- 1. 
Proof (1) = (2). Assume that R has no closed paths. By Proposition 1.4 
this is true of every homomorphic image of R. Thus it is sufficient to show 
that g1.d. R < co. By Ref. [4], Corollary 4, a projective R module is a direct 
sum of modules of the form C, . Thus if r) : A + B is a mapping of projective 
modules such that the image of 7 is superfluous in B (and hence contains no 
summands of B) and the kernel of q is superfluous in A and if C, is a summand 
of A, then there is a summand Co of B and a path from P to Q by Lemma 1.3. 
Thus if M is an R module, the minimal projective resolution of M gives rise 
to a path in sk, R of length at least as large as p.d. M. This shows (2) and the 
statement involving g1.d. R/I. 
(2) 3 (1). Assume that all homomorphic images of R have finite 
global dimension. Then g1.d. R/N2 < co. But if there is a closed path 
PO--f P1 -+ ... + Pk -+ P,, then g1.d. R/N2 = CO. This follows from Lemma 1.3 
and Ref. [9, Proposition 21, or by considering a minimal projective resolution 
of S,, and using the fact that a projective module is a direct sum of modules of 
the form CP. 
(1) * (4). If R has no closed paths then for each P E spec R the length of 
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the paths ending at P is bounded above. Let h(P) denote this bound. For 
each i = 0, l,..., n = cardinality of spec R, let Ai be the product of all P in 
spec R such that h(P) = i (if the set is empty take the product to be R). 
Notice that the factors of A, commute and if i < j then A,A, 3 A,Ai for 
k(P) > h(Q) * PQ = P n Q 3 QP. Further we do not have P + P for any 
PC spec R, i.e., P2 f P. Thus A,A, ... A,_, is an idempotent ideal. But 
N3PP,n...nP,3A, ... A,-, . Thus A,A, ... A,-, = 0, for otherwise the 
descending sequence defined by No = N, N”+i = NaN and NB = &<a Na 
for /3 a limit ordinal will not terminate. But by Ref. [4, Axiom 51, it must. 
Then N” CA&l, ... A,_, = 0 and so R is semiprimary. 
(1) 3 (3). This is proved in Ref. [13], Theorem 1.2. One replaces an 
appeal to Zak’s Proposition 1.2 by an appeal to our Lemma 1.3. The ring 
constructed is obviously right T-nilpotent (see Ref. [I], Theorem P). 
(4) * (1). We proceed by induction on the cardinality of spec R. The 
reduction is accomplished by locating a final P E spec R and eliminating it 
from sk, R by means of a noncommutative localization (see Ref. [6] or Ref. [2], 
pp. 157-l 76). Due to the special circumstances we use elementary arguments 
for most of the proof. 
Assume that PnPnpl ... PI = 0. If n = 1 this says that R is a simple ring 
and sk, R is a single point. Index a set of primitive orthogonal idempotents 
for R as follows: eji means ejiR N Ci as j varies in some index set Ai . Let 
ei = CIEA, eji. Then R = @FX”=, eiR = 0,” Rei and N = 0: eiN = 0,” Nei. 
R/N = R/P, x ..’ x RjPn 
and 
P, = elR + e.1 + ei-lR + eiN f ei+lR + . . . + enR 
= Rel + . . . + Rei-l + ATei + Rei-tl + . . . + Ren, 
since idempotents may be lifted modulo a nil ideal. 
1Now since P,P,-, *-. PzP1 = 0, P,P,-, ... Pz is a semisimple and 
homogeneous right ideal of type Si . Since e1 is idempotent we have 
e1 E P,P,-, ... Pz and hence ejlR is an S, for all j E A, . This shows that 
S, = C, is projective. Thus PI is final and in fact P, = (1 - el)R. Since P, 
is a two-sided ideal we have R(1 - el) C (1 - el)R and hence 
R(l - el) = (1 - e’) R(1 - el) N hom,(P, , PI). 
Thus we see, via the endomorphism ring, that (II : y H Y( 1 - el) is a ring 
epimorphism from R to ii = (1 - el) R( 1 - el). Let 1 denote ideals of i7. 
We see from the second expression for Pi that spec a = (pi ,..., pn} where 
pi = P,(i - el) and the induced map spec i? -+ spec R is pi + Pi . If 
Pi - Pj with i, j > 1 then there is an unsplit exact sequence 0 -+ Sj + 
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A + & + 0 of right R modules. Since e1 E Pi n Pj , these are unitary R 
modules and Si , Sj are simple as R modules and associated with pi and pj , 
respectively. Thus pi + pj and hence skr E is simply skr R with PI and all 
arrows terminating at PI erased. Since PI is final and skr i? has no closed paths 
it follows that skr R has no closed paths. 
(3) 3 (1). In Ref. [14] it is shown that (3) 3 (2) and we have shown 
(2) 3 (1). One may show (3) =- (1) directly as follows. It is sufficient to show 
that R hereditary implies R has no closed paths. But then the socle of R is 
projective and hence there is a final PI E spec R. Thus, constructing OL : R --+ ii 
as above it is sufficient to show that f7 is hereditary. But the left R-module 
structure of R induced by 01 is just the usual left R-module structure of 
R(1 - el). Thus i? is a projective left R module and hence, by a standard 
argument, g1.d. i? < g1.d. R (see, e.g., Ref. [ 12, Corollary 1.31). 11 
Remarks. I. Assume sk, R has no closed paths and let P E spec R. Let k 
be the maximal length of paths starting at P. Then by considering a minimal 
projective resolution as in (2) * (1) b a ove one may show that p.d. SP < k 
and if N2 = 0, p.d. SP = k. 
2. In view of Theorem 3.1 it may be of interest to attempt a classification 
of right hereditary and right perfect rings. Since a right hereditary ring always 
has a zero singular ideal [S, Lemma 2.61 these rings are orders in self-injective 
von Neumann rings. Indeed, the Utumi ring is simply the endomorphism ring 
of the socle (cf. Refs. [3, 7, and 131). 
3. Suppose sk, R has no closed paths. Then there is a right hereditary 
ring D and a ring epimorphism Q -+ R. We may choose Q so that 
Q/M2 N R/N2 where M is the radical of IR. Hence skr Q = skr R. Thus the 
shape of the skeleton does not greatly influence the global dimension of R 
beyond the upper bound given by Theorem 3.1. (In this context see Ref. [ 151.) 
If R is sufficiently like a pattern ring more may be said. For example, if one 
assumes that the socle of each C, when written as a direct sum of simple 
modules contains but one simple module of each isomorphism type (e.g., the 
rings of Refs. [3, 7, and 131, as well as pattern rings over a field) and if skr R 
has a decision point in the sense of Ref. [lo, Chap. 121, then it is not hard 
to see that g1.d. R > 2. 
4. In Ref. [14] A. Zaks considers semiprimary rings for which e,Ne, = 0 
for all P E spec R. This is not equivalent to sk, R having no closed paths since 
the converse of Lemma 1.3-(2) does not hold in general, but it is valid if R is 
right hereditary or if R has zero singular ideal and every C, has a simple 
socle. In both these cases 7 : C, - C, must be a monomorphism. For R 
hereditary this follows from the indecomposability of C, and the second case 
is proved in Refs. [3, 7, and 131. In particular, if one assumes the minimum 
condition, it is immediate that the skeleton has no closed paths. 
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